SOLUTION OVERVIEW

NEXON MA3
Seamless communications across any device.

Nexon’s MA3 delivers innovative tools, systems and solutions to allow your business to securely connect,
collaborate, and make smarter, faster decisions. By combining infrastructure and software we deliver
secure connectivity and productivity applications, unified communications and business continuity.

Stay agile with this comprehensively managed service,
offering you:
Operated expenditure on a per-handset/per-month
basis, so it’s super flexible, easy and scalable.
SIP trunking service – allows you to
converge all voice and data.
Survivability and disaster recovery –
enabling business continuity.
Delivered as a managed service, with biennial
upgrades ensuring the latest version, features
and functionality.
Single, convenient billing delivered
on a monthly basis.
Leverage existing assets,
ensuring value for money.
Our varied licence model means Nexon manages the MA3
service for you by offering a highly tailored solution for your
business – on premise, off premise or a hybrid model – to
suit your unique communication technology needs.

SWITCHING TO MA3 IS EASY

At Nexon, we work with your existing infrastructure to
make things seamless for your business. This way, we
minimise risk and MA3 fits whatever model your business
requires – on premise, off premise or hybrid solution
– and best of all, your system remains ‘evergreen’.
With MA3, there’s no updating or upgrading for you to
worry about. We manage this for you so your business
will always be up-to-date.

EASY BILLING AND SCALABLE

You only pay for what you use. Your uniquely
tailored MA3 package and monthly bill is scaled
up and down to suit your business needs in ‘real
time’ and real terms so that it works for you.
And better yet, we offer single billing
so there’s only one bill!

KEEP MOVING ANYTIME, ANYPLACE, AND
ANY DEVICE WITH FULL CONFIDENCE

Not only do we leverage off your existing assets,
you get peace of mind with this totally managed
communications service as you’re covered in the cloud.

To learn more about Nexon MA3, call us at 1300 133 081,
email us at qld_sales@corp.nexon.com.au, visit nexon.com.au/ma3

